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Abstract 

Monte Carlo simulation is used to explore the charac- 
teristics of an n-channel MOSFET at the presently per- 
ceived limits of scaling. This dual-gated 30 im 

gate-length FET is found to have excellent characteristics 
for use in digital logic, including a transconductance as 
high as 2300 mS/rnm and an estimated ring-oscillator 
delay of 1.1 ps. The various motivations for this device 
design are discussed, illuminating the reasons for claiming 
that it is at the limits of scaling. 

Introduction 

There is much present interest in understanding hlow 
far Si technology can be scaled. This paper presents a 
simulation-based study of MOSFETs at the outer h i t s  
of scaling as these limits are presently understood. The 
purpose of this study is to assess the viability of such 
devices and to expose some of the device technology that 
will need to be developed to achieve these limits. The 
work proceeds in two parts. First, a device design and 
scaling analysis is presented, based in part on 
drift/difTusion simulation of the subthreshold behavior. 
Second, the results of Monte Carlo simulation of the 
above-threshold characteristics of a particular device at 
the limits of scaling are described. 

Device Design 

Yan et al. (1) have recently shown that to reduce 
short channel effects in FETs it is important to have a 
backside conducting layer to screen the drain field away 
from the channel. Their results show that dual-gated 
FETs and FETs with a top gate and a backside ground 
plane are more immune to short channel effects and 
hence can be scaled to shorter dimensions than fullly- 
depleted SO1 MOSFETs, for the same channel thickness. 
It has been estimated that conventional bulk devices can 
only be scaled down to -0.08 pm minimum gate length 
(2). The 'ground-plane' FETs of Yan, et al. (which are 
basically bulk FETs with carefully engineered substrate 
doping profiles) can perhaps reach gate lengths of -0.06 
pm, being limited by tunneling between the heavily 
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Fig. 1. Dual-gate MOSFET cross-section. Our simulations all use 
do, = 3 nm, ~ S G  = &D = 0.3 x IC,  and IOm cm- n-type source and 
drain doping. 

doped substrate/ground-plane and the drain. Thus, the 
dual gated FETs, although harder to fabricate, can be 
scaled the farthest, since they do not have this band-to- 
band tunneling problem. Furthermore, dual-gated FETs 
should also have higher performance, due to lower 
parasitic capacitance to ground. Hence, the present study 
is restricted to dual-gate FETs, and makes use of a simple 
model structure like that shown in Fig. 1. 

In designing very short gate length FETs (below 0.1 
pm) the drain voltage must be limited, to prevent band- 
to-band tunneling, limit impact ionization, and prevent 
hot carrier degradation of the oxide. Two cases have 
been considered. As a first case, the drain voltage is 
limited to a conservative 0.8 V, well below the bandgap. 
Taking Vr = '/4 VD, = 0.2 V (for CMOS), and allowing 
0.1 V for threshold variation due to tolerances and gate 
length variation, leaves 0.1 V in which to turn the FET 
off. This necessitates low temperature operation: 
T5150 K. It may be, however, that one would rather 
operate closer to room temperature, so a second case is 
also considered, aimed at higher temperature operation. 
Since band-to-band tunneling turns out to be quite small 
in these devices, the second case takes V D D =  1.2 V, and 
VT = 0.3 V. Allowing the same 0.1 V for threshold vari- 
ation now leaves 0.2 V to turn the FET off, which in turn 
allows a maximum operating temperature T5300 K. 
These two cases are illustrative of the range of conditions 
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where uvT is the threshold uncertainty and udChrm is the 
channel thickness uncertainty. The rapid divergence of 
ovr as the thickness is reduced, coupled with the tight 
Vr control required by the low voltage design, results in 
a minimum channel thickness of -4 nm, assuming a 
channel thickness control of -20%. The requirement 
that source resistance not degrade the intrinsic 
transconductance too much also restricts the thinness of 
the channel. For 1 P  cm- doped Si with a resistivity of 
1& ncm, it appears that the thickness should not be too 
much below -5  nm. Work is still in progress to investi- 
gate the magnitude of statistical fluctuations due to the 
positions of discrete dopants, but if V7 is controlled by 
doping, these fluctuations almost certainly limit scaling 
by setting a lower thickness limit that is substantially 
larger than 4 nm. If, however, the threshold of the FET 
is obtained by adjustment of the gate work function, then 
the channel can remain undoped and fluctuations do not 
impose a limit (4). The latter approach is adopted here 
to test the outer limits of scaling. Developing techniques 
to control the thickness of such thin layers is one of the 
challenges that must be met to create devices at the limits 
of scaling. 

Monte Carlo Results 

To test the above predictions, we have used 
DAMOCLES (5 )  to carry out a Monte Carlo simulation 
of the above-threshold characteristics of a 30 nm gate 
length dual-gate MOSFET with a channel thickness of 
5 nm. DAMOCLES is a very complete Monte Carlo 
model, incorporating the full band structure of Si, self- 
consistent dynamic coupling to a 2-D Poisson solver, and 
Fermi-Dirac statistics. This device design is near the 
minimum device dimensions determined above, and, as 
a worst case, the simulation was done for T =  300 K. 
As can be seen from the drain I-V curves in Fig. 3, this 
device behaves as a proper FET, suitable for digital logic. 
It has low output conductance, high g, (2300 mS/mm 
maximum), and shuts off for low gate voltage. As illus- 
trated in Fig. 4, the electrons move nearly ballistically 
along the channel of this device, resulting a peak average 
velocity of 2.7 x lo7 cm/sec (FigS), which is very high for 
Si. These simulations used fixed source and drain resist- 
ances of 0.05 dlmm in place of the large source and drain 
regions in Fig. 1, to reduce computer time. 

The recent addition to DAMOCLES of resistor and 
capacitor elements associated with contacts allows the 
simulation of the effective behavior of this FET in simple 
circuits. Figs. 6 and 7 show the rising and falling 
waveforms for a simple resistively loaded inverter, in- 
cluding a load capacitor to simulate the effect of a fol- 
lowing stage, for both V D D  cases. The load capacitor 
values have been varied with time to emulate the ob- 
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Fig. 3. DAMOCLES-simulated drain IV curves for a 30 nm gate length dual-gate MOSFET with 5 nm thick channel, 3 nm gate oxide, 9 nm 
gate-to-large source spacing, and t OB cm- souroe and drain doping. T = 300 K. 

served variation of the input capacitance of the inverters, 
and the input RC circuits have been adjusted in an att- 
tempt to make the input waveforms consistent with tlne 
corresponding output waveforms. These results show a 
turn-on delay of 0.95 ps and a turn-off delay of 1.3 ps for 
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Fig. 4. Particle energy versus position along the FET channel. The 
solid line show the conduction band edge energy (averaged across the 
thickness of the channel). The points represent electrons, and their 
height above the band edge indicates their kinetic energy. 

V,, = 0.8 V, and turn-on and -off delays of 0.75 ps and 
1.35 ps for V,, = 1.2 V. Thus, the average delays as 
might be seen in a ring oscillator made using such devices 
are 1.12 ps and 1.05 ps at V,, = 0.8 V and 1.2 V, re- 
spectively. Clearly, this is a best case result; the per- 
formance of a full CMOS inverter (which has not yet 
been simulated due to its extra complexity) would be 
expected to be 2 or 3 times slower, but still quite im- 
pressive. 
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Fig. 5 .  Average velocity versus position along the channel for 
Vd=0.8 V, Vg=0.6 V, for the FET in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 6. Simulated transient response: input rising, output falling. (a) 
Voo  = 0.8 V ,  and (b) VDD = 1.2 V. Insets show circuits used (units 
are Pmm and pf/mm). Most of the source and drain regions in Fig. 
1 were omitted to reduce simulation noise, but the parasitic gate-to- 
source and gate-to-drain capacitances were retained. The input R and 
C were chosen to emulate the output response observed in Fig. 7, and 
the output load capacitance was chosen to match the FET'input 
capacitance exhibited in Fig. 7. 

Conclusions 

In summary, it appears that high performance Si 
MOSFETs can be scaled down to gate lengths of order 
30 nm. Such devices are still suitable for digital circuitry, 
and may have transconductances as high as 2300 mS/mm 
and ring oscillator speeds near 1 ps. The technology 
needed to do this includes thickness control of very thin 
layers, dual gate alignment, very abrupt doping profrles 
and gate work function control. A high thermal 
conductivity method of removing heat from such devices 
would also need to be found. 
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Fig. 7. Simulated transient response: input falling, output rising. (a) 
Voo = 0.8 V ,  and (b) VDD = 1.2 V. lnsets show circuits used (units 
are Qmm and pf/mm). Conditions are analogous to Fig. 6. The input 
R and C were chosen to emulate the output response observed in Fig. 
6, and the output load capacitance was chosen to match the FET in- 
put capacitance exhibited in Fig. 6. 
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